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I didn't hold back in declaring anything that was
beneficial to you and in teaching you publicly and
from house to house . . . I haven't held back in
declaring God's whole counsel to you. Acts 20:20,27
That testimony from the Apostle Paul is also that of
Dr. Jay E. Adams, who has spent over 60 years
teaching God's "whole counsel" both publicly
(preaching) and from house to house (counseling).
This book contains essays by John MacArthur, Harry
Reeder, Lou Priolo, and many other accomplished
Christian leaders about how to do that kind of biblical
ministry. The contributors are among the many
preachers, teachers, counselors, and countless
others who have appreciated Jay's profound but
always practical instruction from the Word. Jay's
landmark book Competent to Counsel was first
published 50 years ago, and it was the first of over
100 books that he has written since then. The editors
and contributors hope that this volume will be used
by God to spark a resurgence of interest in Jay's
teaching, and more importantly, a return to the
timeless truths of Scripture on which it is based.
This ground-breaking exploration of the biblical
counseling movement's development since Jay
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Adams shows how shifts in methodology and style
are producing a new generation of increasingly wellbalanced counselors.
Youth culture changes rapidly, so those in the
position to counsel teens often find themselves illinformed and ill-prepared to deal with the issues that
teens routinely encounter today. The QuickReference Guide to Counseling Teenagers provides
the answers. It is an A-Z guide for assisting peoplehelpers--pastors, professional counselors, youth
workers, and everyday believers--to easily access a
full array of information to aid them in (formal and
informal) counseling situations. Each of the 40 topics
covered follows a helpful eight-part outline and
identifies: (1) typical symptoms and patterns, (2)
definitions and key thoughts, (3) questions to ask, (4)
directions for the conversation, (5) action steps, (6)
biblical insights, (7) prayer starters, and (8)
recommended resources.
The Christian Counselor’s Manual is a companion
and sequel to the author’s influential Competent to
Counsel. It takes the approach of nouthetic
counseling introduced in the earlier volume and
applies it to a wide range of issues, topics, and
techniques in counseling: *Who is qualified to be a
counselor? *How can counselees change? *How
does the Holy Spirit work? *What role does hope
play? *What is the function of language? *How do
we ask the right questions? *What often lies behind
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depression? *How do we deal with anger? *What is
schizophrenia? These and hundreds more questions
are answered in this comprehensive resource for the
Christian counselor. A full set of indexes, a detailed
table of contents, and a full complement of diagrams
and forms make this an outstanding reference book
for Christian counselors.
Written by esteemed legal scholar Michael L. Perlin,
this indispensable Advanced Introduction examines
the long-standing but ever-dynamic relationship
between law and mental health. The author
discusses and contextualises how the law, primarily
in the United States but also in other countries,
treats mental health, intellectual disabilities, and
mental incapacity, giving examples of how issues
such as the rights of patients, the death penalty and
the insanity defense permeate constitutional, civil,
and criminal matters, and indeed the general
practice of law.
Competent to CounselIntroduction to Nouthetic
CounselingZondervan
Under the guidance and approval of the American
Association of Christian Counselors, more than forty
Christian professionals have contributed to this
reference book that provides a biblically based and
empircally validated model of 21st-century Christian
counseling that invites Christ into the heart of the
helping process to meet the deepest needs of
individuals and families.
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Here is a hard-hitting, honest look at biblical
counseling, a small glimpse of the vast resources
available in scripture. Millions of people search
frantically for answers to their problems: how to
relate to others, how to accept themselves, how to
find meaning in life, how to know God. Who better to
educate those people than a counselor wellgrounded in his or her faith, a counselor who can
offer meaning in life through Jesus Christ? - Back
cover.
This book is a trilogy in which Dr. Adams leads both the
novice and experiencedcounselor through the three key
counseling sessions (or stages) which are commonto the
entire counseling process.Getting Started: The First
SessionWhat you do in the first session will set the tone for
what follows--for good or forill. If done well, it will help the
counselee to gain confidence in your minister tohim and,
more importantly, in the Word of God and the God of the
Word.Breaking Through: The Turning PointThe turning point
in counseling sessions is that point at which the counselor
sees thebeginning of appreciable, observable change--a
change of knowledge, ofunderstanding, of determination, of
conviction, or of commitment. A turning point iscrucial
because true Christian change--of the sort that pleases
God--alwaysinvolves a closer approximation of the thoughts
and life of the counselee to the"ways" of God presented in the
Scriptures.Finishing Well: TerminationThis final section
concerns those basic issues that have to do with closing out a
seriesof counseling sessions--how to know when, how to do
it, and how to follow up.
This current and comprehensive handbook will guide
educators, students, and clinicians in developing the
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awareness, knowledge, and skills necessary to work
effectively with LGBTQI+ populations. Twenty-five chapters
written by experts in the field provide direction for working
with clients in an authentic, ethical, and affirmative manner
that is tailored to their individual strengths, needs, and
identity. The book is divided into four sections, which explore
the science behind gender and affectional orientation;
developmental issues across the life span and treatment
issues; the specialized needs of nine distinct populations; and
the intersectionality of ethnicity and overlapping identities, the
role of religion, and counselor advocacy. To further a deeper
understanding of the content, each chapter contains an
"Awareness of Attitudes and Beliefs Self-Check," a case
narrative relating to the material covered, questions for
discussion, and a list of online resources. The book
concludes with an extensive glossary of terms, both preferred
and problematic, which counselors working with these
communities should understand and use appropriately.
*Requests for digital versions from the ACA can be found on
wiley.com. *To request print copies, please visit the ACA
website here. *Reproduction requests for material from books
published by ACA should be directed to
permissions@counseling.org
In this book, the IOM makes recommendations for permitting
independent practice for mental health counselors treating
patients within TRICARE--the DOD's health care benefits
program. This would change current policy, which requires all
counselors to practice under a physician's supervision without
regard to their education, training, licensure or experience.
Since the beginning of the biblical counseling movement in
1970, biblical counselors have argued that counseling is a
ministry of the Word, just like preaching or missions. As a
ministry, counseling must be defined according to sound
biblical theology rather than secular principles of psychology.
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For over four decades, biblical theology has been at the core
of the biblical counseling movement. Leaders in biblical
counseling have emphasized a commitment to teaching
doctrine in their counseling courses out of the conviction that
good theology leads to good counseling…and bad theology
leads to bad counseling. A Theology of Biblical Counseling is
a landmark new book that covers the history of the biblical
counseling movement, the core convictions that underlie
sound counseling, and practical wisdom for counseling today.
Dr. Heath Lambert shows how biblical counseling is rooted in
the Scriptures while illustrating the real challenges counselors
face today through true stories from the counseling room. A
substantive textbook written in accessible language, it is an
ideal resource for use in training biblical counselors at
colleges, seminaries, and training institutes. In each chapter,
doctrine comes to life in real ministry to real people,
dramatically demonstrating how theology intersects with the
lives of actual counselees.
This book will provide practitioners, researchers and
counsellor trainers with the knowledge they need to influence
more competent therapeutic practice with a diverse clientele.
It is a companion volume to Volume 7 in the Multicultural
Aspects of Counseling series.
Clinical supervision (CS) is emerging as the crucible in which
counselors acquire knowledge and skills for the substance
abuse (SA) treatment profession, providing a bridge between
the classroom and the clinic. Supervision is necessary in the
SA treatment field to improve client care, develop the
professionalism of clinical personnel, and maintain ethical
standards. Contents of this report: (1) CS and Prof¿l.
Develop. of the SA Counselor: Basic info. about CS in the SA
treatment field; Presents the ¿how to¿ of CS.; (2) An
Implementation Guide for Admin.; Will help admin.
understand the benefits and rationale behind providing CS for
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their program¿s SA counselors. Provides tools for making the
tasks assoc. with implementing a CS system easier.
Illustrations.
Beginning in the late 1960s, a biblical counseling movement
sought to reclaim counseling for the church and provide a
Christian alternative to mainstream psychiatry and
psychotherapy. The Biblical Counseling Movement: History
and Context is an informative and thought-provoking account
of that movement. David Powlison's historical account ...
The main aim of this practical Handbook is to strengthen
counselling and communication skills of skilled attendants
(SAs) and other health providers, helping them to effectively
discuss with women, families and communities the key issues
surrounding pregnancy, childbirth, postpartum, postnatal and
post-abortion care. The MNH Counselling Handbook is chiefly
designed to be used by groups of SAs with the help of a
facilitator. It can also be used by individual SAs who can get
together with colleagues for discussions and activities where
needed. It relies on a self-directed learning approach,
allowing SAs to work at their own pace, drawing on their past
counselling experience. The way it is used will be determined
by each country s context, and the SAs preference. The MNH
Counselling Handbook is divided into three main sections.
Part 1 is an introduction which describes the aims and
objectives and the general layout of the Handbook. Part 2
describes the counselling process and outlines the six key
steps to effective counselling. It explores the counselling
context and factors that influence this context including the
socio-economic, gender, and cultural environment. A series of
guiding principles is introduced and specific counselling skills
are outlined. Part 3 focuses on different maternal and
newborn health topics, including general care in the home
during pregnancy; birth and emergency planning; danger
signs in pregnancy; post-abortion care; support during labour;
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postnatal care of the mother and newborn; family planning
counselling; breastfeeding; women with HIV/AIDS; death and
bereavement; women and violence; linking with the
community. Each Session contains specific aims and
objectives, clearly outlining the skills that will be developed
and corresponding learning outcomes. Practical activities
have been designed to encourage reflection, provoke
discussions, build skills and ensure the local relevance of
information. There is a review at the end of each session to
ensure the SAs have understood the key points before they
progress to subsequent sessions.
Now in its fourth edition, this classic reference book helps
counselors, pastors, and individual Christians with specific
personal needs find sound scriptural guidance for resolving
problems and growing in faith. The updated cover and
packaging will attract new buyers to this already popular
reference tool.
In this book, experts in the field discuss how spiritual and
religious issues can be successfully integrated into
counseling in a manner that is respectful of client beliefs and
practices. Designed as an introductory text for counselors-intraining and clinicians, it describes the knowledge base and
skills necessary to effectively engage clients in an exploration
of their spiritual and religious lives to further the therapeutic
process. Through an examination of the 2009 ASERVIC
Competencies for Addressing Spiritual and Religious Issues
in Counseling and the use of evidence-based tools and
techniques, this book will guide you in providing services to
clients presenting with these deeply sensitive and personal
issues. Numerous strategies for clinical application are
offered throughout the book, and new chapters on
mindfulness, ritual, 12-step spirituality, prayer, and feminine
spirituality enhance application to practice. *Requests for
digital versions from the ACA can be found on wiley.com. *To
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request print copies, please visit the ACA website here.
*Reproduction requests for material from books published by
ACA should be directed to permissions@counseling.org
This book was written to provide counseling and human
development professionals with specific guidelines for
becoming more culturally responsive. It looks at the evolution
of multicultural counseling, addresses ideas and concepts for
culturally responsive counseling interventions, and examines
the implications of cultural diversity for future counselor
training. Individual chapters include the following: (1)
"Promise and Pitfalls of Multicultural Counseling" (Courtland
C. Lee and Bernard L. Richardson); (2) "Cultural Dynamics:
Their Importance in Multicultural Counseling" (Courtland C.
Lee); (3) "Counseling American Indian Adults" (Grace
Powless Sage); (4) "Counseling Native American Youth"
(Roger D. Herring); (5) "Counseling African American
Women: 'Sister-Friends'" (Janice M. Jordan); (6) "Utilizing the
Resources of the African American Church: Strategies for
Counseling Professionals" (Bernard L. Richardson); (7)
"Counseling Strategies for Chinese Americans" (David Sue
and Derald Wing Sue); (8) "Counseling Japanese Americans:
From Internment to Reparation" (Satsuki Ina Tomine); (9)
"Counseling Americans of Southeast Asian Descent: The
Impact of the Refugee Experience" (Rita Chi-Ying Chung and
Sumie Okazaki); (10) "Issues in Counseling 1.5 Generation
Korean Americans" (Julie C. Lee and Virginia E. H. Cynn);
(11) "Counseling Latinas" (Patricia Arredondo); (12) "Cuban
Americans: Counseling and Human Development Issues,
Problems, and Approaches" (Gerardo M. Gonzalez); (13)
"Counseling Chicano College Students" (Augustine Baron,
Jr.); (14) "Puerto Ricans in the Counseling Process: The
Dynamics of Ethnicity and Its Societal Context" (Jesse M.
Vazquez); (15) "Counseling Arab Americans" (Morris L.
Jackson); and (16) "New Approaches to Diversity:
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Implications for Multicultural Counselor Training and
Research" (Courtland C. Lee). References are
included.(BHK)
Culturally Diverse Counseling: Theory and Practice adopts a
unique strengths-based approach in teaching students to
focus on the positive attributes of individual clients and
incorporate those strengths, along with other essential
cultural considerations, into their diagnosis and treatment.
With an emphasis on strengths as recommended in the 2017
multicultural guidelines set forth by the American
Psychological Association (APA), this comprehensive text
includes considerations for clinical practice with twelve
groups, including older adults, immigrants and refugees,
clients with disabilities, and multiracial clients. Each chapter
includes practical guidelines for counselors, including
opportunities for students to identify and curb their own
implicit and explicit biases. A final chapter on social class,
social justice, intersectionality, and privilege reminds readers
of the various factors they must consider when working with
clients of all backgrounds.
From the "Essential Features of Biblical Counseling" to
"Developing a Local Church Counseling Ministry", this book
explores all aspects of the industry. A discussion of the roles
of medicine, psychiatry, and psychology, and a
comprehensive index of authors, scriptures, and subjects add
to the book's usefulness.
You aren't a licensed marriage and family therapist. You
didn't do a doctoral dissertation on pastoral counseling.
You're simply God's person caring for God's people in the
local church. And the marriages in your church need help.
Many pastors feel ill-equipped to handle the challenges that
arise when a couple is going through marital difficulties. They
feel lost and inadequate. What do you say? What counsel do
you offer? Should I say anything or just listen? Do I schedule
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a follow-up appointment? Do I ask questions? What
questions? If you are or have been in this situation before,
this book offers you a practical guide to get started with the
first sessions and then offers specific guidance on nine of the
most common topics that come up in marriage counseling.
Author and pastor Jonathan Holmes offers a solid, biblical
theology and methodology to help you navigate through the
world of marriage counseling with the fundamental conviction
that God's word is powerful enough to address the deepest of
marital issues, and robust enough to handle whatever might
come your way. In each chapter, you'll meet a new couple
dealing with a different issue, much like the people in your
church, office, and neighborhood. Through the book you'll
also hear advice from several respected voices in the biblical
counseling community. Whether you're a novice or already
knowledgeable, Counsel for Couples provides theologically
sound and biblically practical tools to help you as you help
couples in need.
Integrating recent research and developments in the field, this
revised second edition introduces an easy-to-master strategy
for developing and writing culturally sensitive case
conceptualizations and treatment plans. Concrete guidelines
and updated case material are provided for developing
conceptualizations for the five most common therapy models:
Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy (CBT), Psychodynamic,
Biopsychosocial, Adlerian, and Acceptance and Commitment
Therapy. The chapters also include specific exercises and
activities for mastering case conceptualization and related
competencies and skills. Also new to this edition is a chapter
on couple and family case conceptualizations, and an
emphasis throughout on trauma. Practitioners, as well as
graduate students in counseling and in clinical psychology,
will gain the essential skills and knowledge they need to
master case conceptualizations.
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Multicultural counseling and psychology evolved as a
response to the Eurocentrism prevalent in the Western
healing professions and has been used to challenge the
Eurocentric, patriarchal, and heteronormative constructs
commonly embedded in counseling and psychology.
Ironically, some of the practices and paradigms commonly
associated with “multiculturalism” reinforce the very
hegemonic practices and paradigms that multicultural
counseling and psychology approaches were created to
correct. In Decolonizing "Multicultural" Counseling through
Social Justice, counseling and psychology scholars and
practitioners examine this paradox through a social justice
lens by questioning and challenging the infrastructure of
dominance in society, as well as by challenging ourselves as
practitioners, scholars, and activists to rethink our
commitments. The authors analyze the ways well-meaning
clinicians might marginalize clients and contribute to structural
inequities despite multicultural or cross-cultural training, and
offer new frameworks and skills to replace the essentializing
and stereotyping practices that are widespread in the field. By
addressing the power imbalances embedded in key areas of
multicultural theory and practice, contributors present
innovative methods for revising research paradigms,
professional education, and hands-on practice to reflect a
commitment to equity and social justice. Together, the
chapters in this book model transformative practice in the
clinic, the schools, the community, and the discipline. Among
the topics covered: Rethinking racial identity development
models. Queering multicultural competence in counseling.
Developing a liberatory approach to trauma counseling.
Decolonizing psychological practice in the context of poverty.
Utilizing indigenous paradigms in counseling research.
Addressing racism through intersectionality. A mind-opening
text for multicultural counseling and psychology courses as
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well as other foundational courses in counseling and
psychology education, Decolonizing "Multicultural"
Counseling through Social Justice challenges us to let go of
simplistic approaches, however well-intended, and to
embrace a more transformative approach to counseling and
psychology practice and scholarship.

Effective counseling depends on mastering basic
communication skills. In this integrative, classroomready text, Elisabeth Nesbit Sbanotto, Heather
Davediuk Gingrich and Fred Gingrich break these
skills into manageable microskills and connect them
to insights and practices from Scripture, theology
and spiritual formation.
Islamic counselling is a form of counselling which
incorporates spirituality into the therapeutic process.
Until now there has been little material available on
the subject with no one agreed definition of Islamic
counselling and what it involves. There has also
been a rapidly growing population of Muslims in
Western societies with a corresponding rise in need
of psychological and counselling services. Islamic
Counselling: An Introduction to theory and practice
presents a basic understanding of Islamic
counselling for counsellors and Islamic counsellors,
and provides an understanding of counselling
approaches congruent with Islamic beliefs and
practices from a faith-based perspective. The book is
designed as an introduction for counsellors, its goal
is to inform the reader about how the diverse roles of
the Islamic counsellorPage
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comprehensive way and to provide the guidelines
that can be potentially integrated into a theoretical
framework for use. The book is divided into two
parts. Section one: Context and Background, and
Section two: Assessment, Models and Intervention
Strategies. Islamic Counselling encompasses both
current theory, research and an awareness of the
practice implications in delivering appropriate and
effective counselling interventions with Muslim
clients. It will be essential reading for both
professionals and students alike.
This book consists of essays by a highly regarded
biblical counselor written over almost twenty years.
Some of these pieces exegete Scripture with a
counseling perspective, while others recast specific
psychological problems. This book explores two
main topics. Scripture: Gods voice speaks into real
life to reveal the gaze and intentions of the Christ
who pursues us. How do we embrace, probe, and
unravel Scripture? Understanding people amid their
real life struggles: How do we embrace, probe, and
unravel the problems of daily life?
A Classic in the Field of Christian Counseling
Competent to Counsel has helped thousands of
pastors, students, laypersons, and Christian
counselors develop both a general approach to
Christian counseling and a specific response to
particular problems. Using biblically directed
discussion, nouthetic counseling works by means of
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the Holy Spirit to bring about change in the
personality and behavior of the counselee. As Dr.
Jay Adams points out in his introduction, "I have
been engrossed in the project of developing biblical
counseling and have uncovered what I consider to
be a number of important scriptural principles. . . .
There have been dramatic results. . . . Not only have
people’s immediate problems been resolved, but
there have also been solutions to all sorts of longterm problems as well." Since its first publication in
1970, this book has gone through over thirty
printings. It establishes the basis for and an
introduction to a counseling approach that is being
used in pastors’ studies, in counseling centers, and
across dining room tables throughout the country
and around the world
Many pastors, counselors, and theologians consider
this book the most helpful on the issue of marriage
and divorce.
A Theology of Christian Counseling connects biblical
doctrine with practical living. Salvation, that central
concern of Protestant theology, is often too narrowly
defined. It is thought of as “being saved from the
consequences of sin.” But God is doing much more.
He is making something new out of the old sinful
nature. He is, in Christ, making new creatures.“No
counseling system that is based on some other
foundation can begin to offer what Christian
counseling offers. . . . No matter what the problem is,
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no matter how greatly sin has abounded, the
Christian counselor’s stance is struck by the farmore-abounding nature of the grace of Jesus Christ
in redemption. What a difference this makes in
counseling!”In this book the reader will gain an
insight into the rich theological framework that
supports and directs a biblical approach to
counseling. And the connection between solid
theology and practical application will become
compelling. This book is one-of-a-kind.
Master the essentials of effective biblical counseling
Christ-Centered Biblical Counseling is a
comprehensive resource that will help you
understand how to minister from God’s truth to
change lives. With the cumulative wisdom of almost
40 contributors with exceptional credentials and
experience, you’ll discover a valuable model for
counseling that explains… The Why of Biblical
Counseling Why the Bible is sufficient and relevant
for addressing every issue we face Why biblical
counseling is so effective in helping people face
life’s struggles in Christ’s strength The How of
Biblical Counseling How you can lead struggling,
hurting people to the hope and strength available
only in Christ How to counsel in a way that is Christcentered and God-glorifying Every chapter provides
a wonderful blend of theological wisdom and
practical expertise, and is written to be accessible to
everyone who wishes to extend Christ’s love to
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others—pastors, church leaders, counseling
practitioners, instructors, lay people, and students. In
this massively important new book…leading figures in
the biblical counseling movement set forth a wealth
of wisdom. We have needed this book for a long
time. —Dr. R. Albert Mohler Jr., president, Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary Christ-Centered
Biblical Counseling is warm, personal, gentle, always
wanting to listen and know the person, confident in
the Spirit’s working through the Word of Christ. —Dr.
Ed Welch, CCEF faculty, author of Shame
Interrupted
It is essential for counselors and counseling
professionals to understand the impact of their
personal biases and how these biases can impact
the counseling process, in addition to respecting and
honoring the beliefs of their clients. Communication
and the sharing of experiences between counsellors
is an effective strategy for perfecting methods to
identify and address these biases. Cases on CrossCultural Counseling Strategies is a comprehensive
research book that explores creative healing
approaches used by counselors working with diverse
clients in a variety of geographical locations,
developmental levels, and complex and varied
identities. Each case study applies the Multicultural
and Social Justice Counseling Competencies
(MSJCCs) to the counseling relationship and looks
at unique aspects of the client’s identity, specific
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approaches taken by the counselor, and the
outcomes of the counseling relationship. Featuring a
broad range of topics such as higher education,
international counseling, and gender bias in
counseling, this book is ideal for counselors,
therapists, psychologists, counselor educators,
graduate students, practitioners, academicians, and
researchers.
This book offers a clear, easily adaptable model for
understanding and working with cultural differences in
therapy.
Combining both the theory and practice of strengthsbased therapy, Elsie Jones-Smith introduces current and
future practitioners to the modern approach of
practice—presenting a model for treatment as well as
demonstrations in clinical practice across a variety of
settings. This highly effective form of therapy supports
the idea that clients know best about what has worked
and has not worked in their lives, helps them discover
positive and effective solutions through their own
experiences, and allows therapists to engage their
clients in their own therapy. Drawing from cutting-edge
research in neuroscience, positive emotions,
empowerment, and change, Strengths-Based Therapy
helps readers understand how to get their clients
engaged as active participants in treatment.
"The amazing lack of concern for purpose among
homileticians and preachers has spawned a brood of
preachers who are dull, lifeless, abstract and impersonal;
it has obscured truth, hindered joyous Christian living,
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destroyed dedication and initiative, and stifled service for
Christ." –Jay Adams, from the book Preaching needs to
become purposeful, says Jay Adams, because
purposeless preaching is deadly. This book was written
to help preachers and students discover the purpose of
preaching has and the ways that the Scriptures inform
and direct the preaching task. Preaching with Purpose,
like the many other books of Jay Adams, speaks clearly
and forcefully to the issue. Having read this book, both
students and experienced preachers will be unable to
ignore the urgent task of purposeful preaching. And the
people of God will be the better for it.
Biblical counseling is not an easy calling. How do you
effectively communicate the gospel to hurting people?
Theological training and learning from other counselors
are both key to growing in the wisdom, love, and skill
needed to apply Scripture to yourself and others.
Preparation is key, but sometimes the most effective
training comes after you've jumped into the ring--when a
coach puts his arm around your shoulder and helps you
take a look at what you've done well and where you can
grow. In Consider Your Counsel, Bob Kellemen comes
alongside counselors and shares where he and others
have missed the mark. Drawing on more than three
decades of counseling supervision experience, he
unpacks ten of the most common missteps that he has
noticed in his own counseling, as well as those he has
mentored. From teaching before listening to targeting sin
but not suffering, Kellemen helps counselors of all ages
see where they may need to reassess their methods and
continue to grow. Each chapter briefly discusses a
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typical counseling mistake, then delves into a discussion
of alternative approaches and practical suggestions for
maturing as biblical counselor. This uniquely helpful book
will help readers do an honest assessment of their
counseling and encourage them to grow as counselors
and friends.
“While touching on many aspects of counseling, this
book . . . is specifically designed to elucidate the process
of counseling. I have often mentioned and illustrated that
process, but not in the focused and systemic way that
the four-step biblical process is set forth here. . . . This
book presents a fresh perspective not only on how to
counsel, but also on what measures to take at what
stages of counseling.”—Jay Adams, from the
prefaceChange is the essential goal of the counseling
process. And, in the author’s words, “substantial
change requires the alteration of the heart.” How can a
Christian counselor facilitate such change? The answer,
of course, may be found in Scripture, specifically in 2
Timothy 3:14–17.Jay Adams is a well-known counselor
who bases his whole approach on Scripture. This book
provides an unparalleled opportunity to see how he
discovers and applies biblical principles as well as the
way in which Scripture functions as the basis for his
counseling approach. This book answers two questions:
“How does a counselor help people change?” and,
“How does Scripture provide the source of a
counselor’s method?”How to Help People Change has
much to say about the ongoing discussion of the
relationship between theology and psychology in the
enterprise of Christian counseling.
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The Model Rules of Professional Conduct provides an upto-date resource for information on legal ethics. Federal,
state and local courts in all jurisdictions look to the Rules
for guidance in solving lawyer malpractice cases,
disciplinary actions, disqualification issues, sanctions
questions and much more. In this volume, black-letter
Rules of Professional Conduct are followed by numbered
Comments that explain each Rule's purpose and provide
suggestions for its practical application. The Rules will
help you identify proper conduct in a variety of given
situations, review those instances where discretionary
action is possible, and define the nature of the
relationship between you and your clients, colleagues
and the courts.
Solid theological foundations of biblical counseling are
clearly presented in contrast to humanistic and secular
theories of psychological counseling. A practical,
proactive, and relevant book for students, church
leaders, and lay people. This collection of writers
represents some of America's leading biblical teachers
and counselors. Other contributors include: Ken L.
Sarles, David Powlison, Douglas Bookman, David B.
Maddox, Robert Smith, William W. Goode, and Dennis
M. Swanson.
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